REWARD
The United States Government is offering a reward of up to $1 million dollars for information directly leading to the arrest or prosecution of those responsible for the kidnapping and captivity of Caitlan Coleman and her family.

DETAILS
In October of 2012, Caitlan Coleman, who was approximately six months pregnant, was traveling through Maidan Wardak Province, Afghanistan, with her husband, Canadian citizen Joshua Boyle. They were kidnapped by militants and while in captivity, Coleman gave birth to three children. During their captivity, proof-of-life videos featuring Coleman, Boyle, and their children were released publicly by the captor network. In one of the videos, Coleman identified her captors. The Coleman-Boyle family was freed from captivity by the Government of Pakistan on October 11, 2017.

The FBI is asking anyone with information about the kidnapping to call the FBI Washington Field Office at (202) 278-2000, or the FBI’s tipline at 1-800-CALL-FBI (1-800-225-5324). You may also contact your local FBI office, the nearest American Embassy or Consulate, or you can submit a tip online at tips.fbi.gov. All tips can remain anonymous.
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